Administering Achieve3000’s LevelSet™ Assessment

LevelSet is a Lexile assessment developed in partnership with MetaMetrics that establishes a baseline Lexile level for the comprehension of nonfiction text. It also drives the differentiation within the Achieve3000 platform.

Before Administering LevelSet

Review LevelSet Administration Guide

Before administering LevelSet, take a few moments to review the LevelSet Administration Guide. There you can read about the assessment, which can be administered up to three times a year to allow for greater precision in measuring reading gains and tracking progress toward College and Career Readiness targets. You will also learn more about adjusting LevelSet scheduling and settings.

Administer LevelSet

Prepare Students for LevelSet

LevelSet is a Lexile® assessment that serves as the foundation for differentiation and offers critical information about every student’s readiness for college and career. To guarantee optimal results, prepare students for the assessment using these tips and the student video.

After Administering LevelSet

Track LevelSet Completion

Achieve3000 calculates students’ scores in real time, offering you immediate and easy access to the results after test completion. Ensure that all students have completed the assessment. Then, review individual student results and address any potentially invalid test results. If needed, you have three weeks to manually adjust Lexile levels.

Frequently Asked Questions

Learn more detailed information about the LevelSet Assessment by accessing our list of Frequently Asked Questions.

Want more information about the LevelSet Assessment? Use the Resource Center feature in your Teachers Edition to search for more resources!